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December 11,2002

Aravind Kailas
Department of Physics
CAMPUS

Dear Aravind

Upon review of the evaluations made by the students in your discussion section, the T A
Review Committee found. your performance to be EXCELLENT. (The rating scaled used is
EXCELLENT, VERY GOOD, GOOD, SATISFACTORY, MARGINALLY SATISFACTORY
and UNSATISFACTORY,

Weare very pleased with your perfonnance as a teaching assistant this semester. The
Department appreciates the hard work and dedication you've shown as a teaching assistant.

Sincerely,
.}~~-~~~f~ >-,,'s; -
Fred Roesler
Chair, TA Review Committee

~~be Clarke
Instructional Program Manager
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Fax: (608) 262-3077
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Aravind is very knowledgeable with all the experiments and their corresponding theoretical
basis. He took the time to explain any difficult parts thoroughly and was always willing to
answer any questions. It is nice to have such a knowledgeable T A who cares about the class.
My best lab TA yet.

Great T A. Very kind and helpful. Good concepts and makes people understand patiently.

Very patient and good at explaining concepts. Very helpful and knowledgeable. Excellent
experience and treats everyone and me very nicely.

Excellent T A, very conceptual

Very patient and good concepts. He helped me a lot with homework.Excellent T A

Excellent T A Very good concepts.

Aravind always seems well prepared for lab and understands the procedures and equipment. He
answers questions promptly and thoroughly.

Good T A. One suggestion, more review sheets are very helpful.

The TA did not always answer the asked questions effectively. He was always enthusiastic
about trying to help, though. The lab as a whole was too tedious and far too rushed. Forcing all
data analysis to be done in the lab period puts unneeded stress on the students in lab when they
should be focused on understanding the material. But the T A is very helpful and did his best.

the T A answered theory questions very effectively some not related to the lab though.

I rate Aravind very high. He helped me a lot.

Aravind is undoughtably the best T A I've ever had in the physics department. He shows an
honest enthusiasm for both the subject material and his individual students. He is quite
knowledgeable about both theory and equipment used in the lab and can quickly surmise what
has gone wrong with an experiment. Aravind has also been very willing to reschedule labs and
create review sessions. This kind of loyalty to both the department and his students makes him
stand above all other TA's. I can't say it any plainer than this. Aravind is a great TA.


